Late Life Depression: Review of Perception, Assessment and Management in Community Dwellers
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Abstract

Depression is one of the mental health conditions identified and projected to be the second leading cause of burden of disease in late life and unfortunately concerns for its debilitating consequences have birthed the need for continuous studies into its etiology, risk factors and management options (WHO, 2017). As the world aged population increases (by 2 billion persons in the next 30 years from 7.7 billion currently to 9.7 billion in 2050), number of older adults aged 65 years and over is projected to proportionately grow by 50% from about 727 million in 2020 to more than 1.5 billion by 2050 (United Nations, 2020) invariably implying that one in six people worldwide will be aged 65 years and over. Averagely, the number of older adults manifesting symptoms of mental disorders such as depression is set to increase proportionately among the estimated population.

The sudden but precipitated increase in incidences of depression across all ages had necessitated the need for constant reviews of mental health disorders. Factors that informed the mental health decisions of community dwelling older adults are hinged on their personal convictions on the presence of the disease and not just another somatic related illness. These convictions are quite germane to the kind of treatment they sought for and could invariably be the major reason why geriatric depression has consistently been misdiagnosed or undertreated very often among community dwelling older adults.
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Introduction

Depression is one of the mental health conditions identified and projected to be the second leading cause of burden of disease in late life and unfortunately concerns for its debilitating consequences have birthed the need for continuous studies into its etiology, risk factors and management options (WHO, 2017). As the world aged population increases (by 2 billion persons in the next 30 years from 7.7 billion currently to 9.7 billion in 2050), number of older adults aged 65 years and over is projected to proportionately grow by 50% from about 727 million in 2020 to more than 1.5 billion by 2050 [2] invariably implying that one in six people worldwide will be aged 65 years and over. Averagely, the number of older adults manifesting symptoms of mental disorders such as depression is set to increase proportionately among the estimated population. Good news however is that mental health issues in late life has been explored within different population of older adults globally.

Specifically, literature exploring late life depression in community samples and in clinical trials have been widely explored [3-7]. Though comparison in case reports from continents varies as limited number of accounts of depression among older adults in Africa constitute a major setback in reports and management [7]. Despite the disparities in reports and studies conducted all over the world, the goal of research in bridging gaps in findings had been successfully achieved; studies had established the etiology of late life depression, consequences of untreated depression and management options had also been widely appraised. This review will address types of depression relative to older adults, diagnosis and complications of undiagnosed late life depression, the interpretation and assessment of depressive symptoms and experience of depression in some Nigerian communities will also be explored. Publications on the psychological management and implications of culture on the expression of depression in community samples of older adults will also be appraised in relation to their clinical and research implications.

Late Life Depression

Psychological issues have remained an issue met with lots of reluctance and ignorance which older adults are always embarrassed to describe. Presentation of depression in late life which often include insomnia (complaints about difficulties in recall and identification), social withdrawal (lack of interest in social activities and behavioural changes characteristic of hostility (irritability), frequent unexplained falls, hallucination, agitation etc. are often missed for age-related illnesses or somatic complaints [8]. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM–5), gave a clear description of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) as: “a manifestation of multiple major depressive fits”. A depressive fit is described in the DSM-5 as mood change characterized by variations in emotions resulting in a continuous manifestation of multiple characteristics of depressive behaviours usually exhibited concurrently for two weeks. Other accompanying symptoms may include daily display of a characteristically low emotional state.
observed either by the sufferer or observation made by others [9]. Anhedonia, described as an identifiable attention shift from all or from about all activities of choice, spanning throughout the day or on daily basis. Drastic loss or gain of body weight, daily amnesia or hypermnesia [10], daily mental degeneration, daily burnout (feeling stressed), excessive or inappropriate self-attribute of guilt and or cognitive retardation [11].

There must be an accompanying diagnosable distress or discomfort and social withdrawal following the listed symptoms to meet the criteria of the DSM-5. Of the five symptoms, the sufferer must either have a “depressed mood” or totally lose interest in pleasure or social activities. Other symptoms typical of late life depression include somatic complaints, cognitive impairment, persistent anhedonia or loss of pleasure, behavior changes and the pronounced presentation of negative personality traits [12,13]. There has been an age long societal misconception about aging and its accompanying misery. Coincidentally, this reflection has been documented in literature, myths and beliefs of people across diverse communities all over the world [9]. [14] in his argument for the inclusion of counseling sessions in the proper diagnosis and treatment of age related physical and mental illnesses established that many physical manifestations of late life depression could mimic the symptoms of illnesses peculiar with old age making depression diagnosis relatively difficult [10].

Depressive Disorders in Late Life

Major Depression

Major depression, also referred to as depression is a mental health disorder characterized by at least two weeks of consistent negative mood swings observed across the individual's activities of daily living. It is characterized by poor self-esteem, loss of interest in normally enjoyable activities, fatigue, and bodily ache [15]. There is a close similarity between the DSM-IV-TR [16] criteria for major depression in both old and younger individuals and the DSM-5. Major depression in older adults may be preceded by cognitive impairment that may develop after the onset of depression, this condition is described in [17] as dementia syndrome of depression, because of the obvious cognitive deficits.

Vascular Depression

Vascular depression is the comorbid presence of heart related complications in depressed older adults diagnosed with their first onset of depression [18]. There is the hypothesis that manifestation of late life depression with associating vascular risk factors is complicating to both the sufferer and the clinicians. The risks of misdiagnosis for clinicians are higher, medication interference, and nihilistic attitude from the patient are all compounding for vascular depressive patients [19].

Psychotic Depression

Clinically diagnosed psychotic depression is any form of depression associated with physical characteristics like hallucination, delusions and violent agitation. Psychotic depression is most common in late life; it includes many difficult to treat symptoms like hallucinations, delusions paranoia, and weight loss due to not eating and dehydration due to not drinking [20].

Dysthymia

Late onset of dysthymia in late life have a higher prevalence and comorbid factor of cardiovascular disease but are otherwise similar to older patients with late onset depression [21]. Dysthymia is a psychological disorder with presenting symptoms closely mimicking depression with a repeated occurrence lasting through several days or years. Dysthymia is associated with the risk of the development of major depression in older adults, so-called “double-depression,” and may be particularly treatment resistant [18].

Diagnosis and Complications Late Life Depression

Depression assessment for older adults can be challenging, especially in the physically frail and cognitively impaired. Coexisting medical conditions typical with old age can increase older adult's susceptibility to depression [22]. Proper assessment to rule out the possibilities of other physical health conditions such as hypothyroidism, alcohol use, incontinence, falls, partial and total stroke, cardiac related issues, drug abuse etc. that may contribute to depression need be done before the major depressive disorder diagnosis [23]. Researchers and caregivers are daily challenged on the choice of assessment techniques, diagnosis and identification of depression pointers. For clinicians working with older adults, identifying the prognostic consequences of comorbid medical illnesses in geriatric depression is essential to management and treatment planning [20]. These accompanying medical illnesses poses great difficulties in diagnosing depression having established the interference of medical conditions overlapping affective disorder symptoms. Clinicians must attain a balance when assessing older adults for depression between assumptions [24] (misunderstanding the psychomotor decline in Parkinson disease for a depressive disorder) and outrightly exclusive (erroneously dismissing an older adult's mood swings as “understandable” and typical with old age).

Additionally, for the geriatric population, a number of medications are believed to have interactive effect on their emotions and psychological dispositions thereby igniting a depressive disorder. Use of prescribed medications in old age if not religiously taken may have associating consequences [10]. Depression is a state of emotional disequilibrium which can be managed with clinically prescribed antidepressants. Antidepressant use is known to have a higher interference effects with other medications prescribed for use in old age. [25] reported that sampled cases, market survey reports and reflective studies have carefully examined the relative effects of medications like antipsychotics, corticosteroids, endocrine-altering medications, stimulants etc. with late life depression. Other factors hindering proper diagnosis of geriatric depression may include poor and incoherent communication skills in the elderly [24], presence of multiple somatic complaints not well expressed (Isabella & Henrietta, 2008), time constraints during clinical visits among others.

Geriatric depression left untreated or undiagnosed predisposes older adults to chronic effects of the disorder. Complications of untreated geriatric depression identified in literature may include:
Worsening Emotional Well Being

Old age is presumably a time when older adults are assumed to observe lots of fun activities to relieve already suppressed emotions. It is presumed to be a time to reminiscence and relish the accompanying relief of leaving an active phase of life. Unfortunately, aging and its accompanying complexities are not always perfect as assumed. Sporadic turn of events accompanying physical frailty, systemic degeneration, osteoporosis, incontinence etc. are not in totality very tolerable, they tend to weigh heavily on older adult's psychological disposition [27]. Geriatric depression is a psychological disorder that requires a balance in cognition, attitude and genetic composition. Older adult's inability to maintain a balanced emotion are at a greater risk of having a depressive episode with its associating risk factors [28].

Suicidal Ideation, Act and Behaviour

Suicide is unarguably the commonest and an extreme psychiatric emergency [29]. The World Health Organization (2000) definition of suicide as a self-attempt to kill and deliberately terminate life initiated and orchestrated by the individual having a full knowledge of the consequences and fatality is just a total summation of the act and its consequence. [30] in their documentation of the incidence and prevalence rates of suicide in the geriatric population presented a figure that is non-comparable with the younger population across most countries. Expressively implying that older adults are at a greater risk of death by self-suicide than the younger population. For every suicide attempt, the margin of those successfully completed is higher in the geriatric population as with a suicide reported in about twelve attempts, four will be effectively completed [31]. In other words, suicide attempts among the geriatric population should be seen as a serious health concern.

Reports on suicide and suicidal attempts in Nigeria taking instances from the stories of an unidentified medical doctor's suicide on the Third Mainland Bridge in Lagos reported by [32], the story of a final year student of Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomosho, with a 'First Class' who died of self-poisoning, a woman reported to have been rescued from suicidal attempt on the same mainland bridge who confessed to hearing voices calling her to come to the bridge and jump etc. The disappointing part of these stories which foregrounds the difficulty in tackling depression-induced deaths was the comment of an unnamed friend of the medical doctor whose case seemed to be most recent, about the deceased being very funny and lively [24]. In advanced stage of depression especially in older adults, they cover up with laughter and tend to be extroverted so as to hide deeper psychological 'injury'. Sadly, this type of comment follows virtually every case of suicide reported in Nigeria, [32]. Psycho-pathologically, in a deeply cultural and religious Nigerian society where awkward death by suicide are never taken as a possible negative response of mental disorders, it is not surprising to see people attributing suicide to witchcraft. While the possibility of such a cause cannot be entirely ruled out due to the deep connection Nigerian society shares with religious rites and the belief in metaphysical powers, the fact that it cannot be scientifically proven makes it unreliable [33].

Interpretation and Assessment of Depression in Some Nigerian Communities

Owing to the diversities in culture and traditions in Nigeria, clinicians and medical professionals have reported ethnic variances in reporting and diagnosing geriatric depression. [34] in his report of the nature and diagnosis of depressive disorders in Nigerian elderly highlighted differences in older adult's expression of depression based on cultural diversities, religion and social groupings. Over sixty percent of the Nigerian population will readily employ the services of traditional healers before consulting the conventional medical experts. This submission reported by [35] alluded to the general consensus that traditional or alternative medicine is widely perceived as a more affordable and accessible form of health care than the highly overrated conventional medicine. [36] argued the sensitivity of traditional health care services offered by traditionalists like sorcerers, witches, diviners etc. to the human emotional, environmental and spiritual consciousness. Their argument considered in some quarters to have been stretched beyond biological influences of medical practice, has unfortunately remained highly efficient and available in every society till date.

Postulations from the World Health Organization [37] about depression assuming a widespread status of highly acclaimed mental illness by 2020 invariably projecting depression as a fast-rising epidemic. [38] believed that cultural beliefs and societal values will dictate the behavioural trends, individual conceptualization, modes of treatment and pattern of recovery to be adopted by individuals towards depression and its consequences. This supposition is further buttressed by Kessing referenced in [39] whose definition of culture encompasses a cluster of ideas, laws and interpretations underlying human existence and interactions. His definition further expressed a clear understanding of individual's views of his surroundings, his expression of emotions towards events, occurrences, people around and beyond, towards higher beings, spiritual forces and his ability to maintain an equilibrium. Cultural studies across the world however presents a contrasting opinion on the influence of culture on the expression of depression. In their view, culture can be interpreted and accepted differently, in other words presenting the uniqueness of culture to different people across tribes and settlements. For instance, depressive mood in a community context in Nigeria is often ascribed to contravention of cultural interdictions, spiritual truculence, evil machinations, intrusion of objects, afflictions by god/sorcery, spiritual/religious influence, family retribution, cultural traditional abuse, consequences of disobedience to traditional beliefs [36]. Community dwelling older adults may be limited in their need to seek help for mental health conditions that seemingly defy ordinary reasoning. There are however alternative traditional means employed over time and documented in literature to be traditionally effective in managing mental health related issues some of which are use of purgatives, making bodily incision, offering sacrifices/approaching the Gods, fasting and prayers, organizing deliverance sessions, performing exorcisms etc. Comparatively, [40] reported that African traditionalists will report symptoms of geriatric depression as gloominess, head/lead formication, neuralgic sensations, bloating etc. Contrary to these beliefs, depressive symptoms as listed in [41] are indicative of consistent emotional roller-coaster, disappointment, loss of self-esteem and boredom.
Late Life Depression Management

The disadvantage for adults diagnosed with depression might have been considered enormous due to conflicts in diagnoses, identification, management and treatment. Advocacy for proper management and treatment plans for depression implores clinicians to take into cognizance the patient's treatment of choice, anecdotal records, entry data, mental and physical health status in relation to age and socioeconomic status. Before initiating diagnosis, it behooves of clinicians to investigate patient's reactions to treatment models available and put into consideration their fear of medication and treatment reaction. Older adults need to be reassured about their worries of drug dependence and addiction. Contrary to the general misconceptions, antidepressants are not inhibitors. Obvious emotional reactions to a loss of a significant other, to poverty and wants cannot be suppressed by antidepressant or medication use [42]. Concerns and issues relating to depression management can be resolved successfully by a thorough and not selective listening, awareness and regular reassurance.

Available evidences indicated that geriatric depression can be effectively managed in and out of a clinical environment with psychotherapies, pharmacotherapies, electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) or more effectively psychotherapies can be combined with pharmacotherapies for enhanced results [43,44]. A general specification employed by geriatric psychiatrists globally proposed the use of the combination of drugs (antidepressants) with psychological interventions (CBT, reminiscence therapy, interpersonal therapy etc.) for effective outcome of a reduced depression [45]. There was an initial classification of antidepressant use as a standalone treatment regimen considered as another management option for depression [10]. Electroconvulsive therapy became another relative management option for chronic depressive disorders in the event of antidepressant use and psychotherapeutic failure or on occasion of the presence of suicidal intentions or life-threatening medical comorbidities. Psychotherapy is a talking treatment between the psychotherapist and a client i.e. the depressed individual. However, the topic and the treatment plan depend on the type of therapy being utilized.

Pharmacotherapy

In Nigeria, over twenty antidepressants (depression induced medications) have been authorized and certified safe by the National Agency for Food, Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC) for depression in the elderly [46]. Antidepressants had been the official prescription for depression in most health facilities in Nigeria. Its wider acceptability is not void of complaints of side effects like excessive weight gain, dizzy spells, bowel irritation, anxiety etc. Although complaints of complications from the use of antidepressants in old age have been received in various quarters, complications of medications for geriatric depression treatment can be fueled by different factors which include multifarious use of medications more than the younger population, increased potential interactions of multiple presciptions and age [47].

Electroconvulsive Therapy

The efficacy of the electroconvulsive therapy in a number of controlled studies on late life depression have been expressed in a percentage range of 60-80% [43,45]. Electroconvulsive therapy is a psychological intervention that involves the passage of tiny voltage of electric current through to the brain triggering a short but reflexive seizure, the procedure is generally done under anesthesia. ECT is selectively suggested for patients with diagnosable resistant depression whose cases is considered a risk to self and people around. It is a form of psychotherapy that involves a complete alteration of the brain composition causing an immediate reverse of depressive symptoms. Treatment duration is usually between six to twelve weeks of hospital stay which in most cases is in a psychiatric facility. ECT intervention is not totally free of treatment side-effects, patients record complaints of mild to severe headache, delusion, temporary amnesia all of which persists for few days and responds to analgesics and corresponding medications. In severe cases of side effects, mortality rates for the utilization of ECT is minus 1% death in 10,000 depressed patients treated putting the ratio at 1:10 [43]. Experts thus advise that following each session of ECT, a maintenance medication should immediately be commenced to avert and put in check consequent relapse.

Psychotherapy

The talking treatment as it is referred to in some climes, psychotherapy is the process of engaging in an in-depth discussion (sessions) with a patient referred to as client to obtain facts and information regarding his current emotional state. Studies on depression in both young and older populations have established the effectiveness of psychotherapies as a treatment regimen. Its efficacy in resolving psychological disorders have established its empirical relevance across cultures [24]. Cognitive behavioral therapy, interpersonal psychotherapy, cognitive reminiscence therapy, problem-solving therapy are few empirically supported psychotherapies effective for managing geriatric depression. Other evidence-based therapies established to be adequately effective but not extensively explored for the management of geriatric depression carefully considering cognitive challenges, cardiac implications, limitations in function and physical illness in old age include supportive therapy, laughter therapy, psychodrama, music therapy, dance and movement therapy, humor therapy etc. Psychotherapies are structured discussion between a professional trained in the act and a client, psychotherapeutic sessions are usually between six to twelve sessions delivered within a period of six to eight weeks. Comparisons in the effectiveness of psychotherapies and pharmacotherapy cannot be effectively established in literature as about 45%-70% patients who underwent a therapeutic session recorded success rate that is quite similar to statistics observed across patients treated with antidepressants [48].

Conclusion

The sudden but precipitated increase in incidences of depression across all ages had necessitated the need for constant reviews of mental health disorders. Factors that informed the mental health decisions of community dwelling older adults are hinged on their personal convictions on the presence of the disease and not just another somatic related illness. These convictions are quite germane to the kind of treatment they sought for and could invariably be the major reason why geriatric depression has consistently been misdiagnosed or undertreated.
very often among community dwelling older adults. There is a constant basis for disagreement between mental health professionals, medical experts and psychotherapists alike on the construction of experience of depression especially by rural community dwellers. This is particularly relevant in Nigeria especially in communities surrounded with diverse cultures and beliefs confirming the age long belief in herbal mixtures and concussion, which seems to be appealing and realistic enough to be accepted as the immediate choice of health care. More studies exploring assessment, diagnosis and management of late life depression in rural community samples of older adults are therefore necessary to further establish their needs.
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